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By popular request, Decadent Publishing takes great pride in presenting a second volume of some of our
favorite stories from award winning authors in our 1Night Stand Series. Enjoy stories from the military
romance of the fabulous Heather Long to the oh-so-sexy shifters of Rebecca Royce and USA Today
Bestselling Author Mina Carter and the steamy, heartwarming romance of NYT Bestselling Author Sabrina
York…. Travel to the Regency Era, Ancient Egypt, snowy Alaska at Christmastime, even outer space.
Madame Eve always promises the customers of her unique matchmaking service one night of passion but,
somehow, always gives them so much more. Let a 1Night Stand – or 17 – change your life. We dare you.
Fierce by Sabrina York When her best friend sets her up on a blind date--for sex--Katie is determined to
resist...until she sets eyes on Sebastian.
Melody’s Wolf by Mina Carter Money, fame, looks—rock star and werewolf Aaron Rixx has it all, except the
one thing that truly matters...love. The Marquis and the Mistress by Dominique Eastwick Take one
heartbroken Earl, a mistress with a secret, and 1Night Stand date. Result: one hell of a spicy reunion.
Sweet Irish Kiss by JoAnne Kenrick 1Night Stand dating service shakes and stirs things up for Bell's Irish
Pub and makes a match seemingly made in heaven...

A Dance with Death by Louisa Bacio When an accident threatens to cancel the evening of romance, Isabella
and Raul will have to dance to a new beat. The Two and the Proud by Heather Long Thrown together by
chance on a 1Night Stand, Rowdy and Kim have a combusible chemistry, but do these two jarheads have what
it takes? Two Men and a Virgin by Kate Richards Friends to lovers on a 1Night Stand in Castle Alaska.
Andi's taking a chance her two best friends can become the men in her life. Pharaoh, Mine by Kerry Adrienne
A lonely veterinarian gets a little help from Madame Eve to seek comfort and possibility in the arms of a
young pharaoh. Can a 1NS in Ancient Egypt be the answers they've both been seeking? A Different Class by
Leigh Ellwood 1Night Stand sets up these two former classmates on a reunion neither will soon forget. A
Hard Day’s Knight by Cate Masters Tired of running from a witch’s curse, Lance wants the one thing he can’t
have with Gwen: time. Can a 1Night Stand change their fates? Curve My Appetite by Melissa Kendall A
curvy woman and the man of her dreams. Can Sally go through with her one night stand when she discovers
who it is? Celestial Seduction by Jessica E. Subject Carrie applies to 1Night Stand to experience an evening of
pleasure, something long forgotten. But, can one night with an alien lead to forever love? Unsportsmanlike
Conduct by Angela S. Stone Owen is so far in the closet that even the dust bunnies don't know he's there, but
when his teammates unknowingly set him up with sexy cop Addison for a 1Night stand, can he take his shot at
love? Accidentally Beautiful by Deanna Wadsworth 1Night Stand concierge Martin just met a sexy Dom
during his tropical vacation, but is their erotic encounter really an accident? This Endris Night by D.L.

